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THE PRICING KERNEL PUZZLE:
RECONCILING INDEX OPTION
DATA AND ECONOMIC THEORY
David P. Brown and Jens Carsten Jackwerth
ABSTRACT
The pricing kernel puzzle of Jackwerth ( 2000) concerns the fact that the
empirical pricing kernel implied in S&P 500 index options and index
returns is not monotonically decreasing in wealth as standard economic
theory would suggest. Thus, those options are currently priced in a way
such that any risk-averse investor would increase his/ her utility by trading
in them. We provide a representative agent model where volatility is a
function of a second momentum state variable. This model is capable of
generating the empirical patterns in the pricing kernel, albeit only for
parameter constellations that are not typically observed in the real world.

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) of William Sharpe and the
option-pricing models of Fisher Black, Robert Merton, and Myron Scholes
were seminal in developing our understanding of the pricing of financial
assets; these works sparked a firestorm of research by economic theorists
and empiricists. Despite the fact that the CAPM was developed to price
equity shares while the option-pricing models were developed for options,
these two sets of models share a common feature, namely a state-price
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density (SPD). which allows us to price all secu rities. Ea rly researchers
understood the original works as distinct theories. The authors of the option
models employed different assumptions and logic than Sharpe, and
explained their results using a disparate set of arguments. However, it is
nuw understood that asset-pricing models genera lly - a sel that includes the
CA PM, option-prici ng models, and the work of Debreu (1972). Rubinstein
( 1976) . and Cox. lngcrsoll. and Ross ( 1985) - can be interpreted using a
single. simple calculation. An asset price is equivalent to an expecta tion
based on nn SPD. 1
Because of its central role in pricing assets. the SPD now has many uses.
Fo r example, Campa and Chan g (1998) describe how central banks use
estimates of SPDs to measure tl1e credibility of exchange rate commitments
and Jackwerth ( 1999) lists numerous other applications. Further use for
SPDs is in rlsk management by banks, trading llrms, and portfolio
managers. Beca use an appropriate hedge position say a posttton in an
option - requires an assessment of the mndom changes in the value of the
option, risk managers often rely on pricing models to evaluate the hedge. ln
turn, accurate valuation of the hodge req uires precise estimates of the SPD.
Not sttrprising:ly, researchers have taken great interest in estimating SPDs.
An often-used approach relies on a model of a representative agent, and
requires an estimate or the parameters of the agent's utility function . This is
typically accomplished by fitting the optimality conditions of the agent's
utility ma~imizatio n to a set of asset returns and other dnt<t, for exarnple,
per capita consumption. Two of many examples are Brown and Gibbons
( 1985) a nd Hnnsen and Singleton (1983). An alternative method is tbe
subject or this research. This method draws on a cross-section of options
with different strike prices and does not impose stro ng assumptions o n the
utllity of a representative agent. In fact, tltis method does not even require
thut a representative agent exists.
Breeden and Litzenberger ( 1978) first showed within a theoretical setting,
given a set of options on aggregate consumption dense in the set of possible
strike prices. that an SPD COlt ld be calcu lated exactly from the opti on prices.
As Cox et al. (1985) demonstrate, this SPD may be used to price all
securiries. Rubinstein ( 1994) and Jackwerlh and Rubinstein ( l996) provide
empiric:tl procedures for estimating an SPD when a finite number of options
exist instead of u dense set. They also extend the interpreta tions of Breeden
UJld Litzenberger to the case where options m·e written on securities or
security indices, and not on aggregate consumption. ln this case, the SPD
estima te is a projection: ro r example. the SPD obtained from options on an
equjty index is an empirica l projection of the general consumption-based
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SPD (discussed by Cox et al., 1985) onto the space of payoffs defined by the
index. This implies that the SPD estimated from index option prices cannot
be used to price all securities, but it can be used to price all securities in a
large and important subset, namely the set of options and other securities
derived from the index payoffs.
There is now a large literature documenting estimates of SPDs derived
from various options markets, for example, foreign exchange, interest rates,
equities, and equity indices. Some 100 papers on this topic are surveyed in
Jackwerth (1999). As the evidence regarding the SPDs has been collected, a
puzzle has arisen and was first documented in Ait-Sahalia and Lo (2000),
Jackwerth (2000), and Rosenberg and Engle (2002). Estimates of the SPD
derived from index options, which are written on the S&P 500 index and
comprise the second largest options market in the world, appear to be
inconsistent with fundamental assumptions about investor behavior.
Specifically, when recent estimates are viewed through the lens of existing
asset-pricing theory, they imply that investors behave as if they are risk
seeking (and not risk averse) with respect to the risk inherent in the index.
This conclusion is inconsistent with one of the fundamental assumptions of
the economic theory. The empirical research suggests that the marginal
utility of investors trading S&P 500 index portfolios is increasing over an
important range of wealth levels and not decreasing in wealth, as economic
theory would suggest. We seek to understand this puzzle.
There are several reasons to investigate this puzzle, and to investigate
more generally the SPDs for equity indices. A first is that indices such as
the S&P 500, DAX, FTSE, Nikkei, and those published by the Center for
Research in Security Prices (CRSP) of the University of Chicago represent
the large majority of the public equity capital in their respective nations. The
S&P 500 index represents roughly 50% of public US equity capital.
Second, the very large market capitalization of broad equity indices has
led to a long line of research on their distributional properties. For example,
research into the random walk theory of equity price changes has asked if
the S&P index returns are predictable. Also, early tests of the CAPM were
carried out under the assumption that the value-weighted CRSP index was a
good proxy for the entire capital of the US investors. More recent works, for
example, by Fama and French (1988) and Poterba and Summers (1988),
examine the predictability of a number of stock market indices. By their very
nature, SPDs provide information regarding the statistical distribution of
index returns.
In the following section, we describe the pricing kernel puzzle in more
detail, see also J ackwerth (2004). In the second section, we discuss the
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literature and find that not many papers address the pricing kernel puzzle at
all. Moreover, the few that do also have problems that we detail. We therefore
suggest in the third section a novel model based on a representative investor
who is faced with a second momentum state variable. The last section
concludes. Information concerning the data is contained in the appendix.

FUNDAMENTAL DETERMINANTS OF
STATE PRICES
We introduce the SPD by calculating the price of a European option. The
option price C is the expectation of the random payoffs received at the
option's expiration. Write C as a sum across states,
(I)

where f,. is the option payoff and !f., is the current Arrow-Debreu state price
of a dollar paid in the future state s. 2 •3 The sum of the lJ, across states is
equal to one, so the set of lJs represents a distribution analogous to, but
distinct from a market participant's subjective distribution of probabilities
of the states. Equilibrium theory relates an SPD to economic fundamentals.
Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) and Cox et al. (1985) show that a state
price !J.,. satisftes
(2)

where p, is the subjective probability assessed by an investor for state s, and
m,, is known as the pricing kernel and is proportional to the marginal utility
of a representative investor in that state. In a state where the marginal value
of an additional dollar is high, the proportional difference between the state
price and the subjective probability is high. Conversely, if one observes a
state price far below a subjective probability, then the marginal value of a
dollar is low in that state.
Within an exchange economy model such as Rubinstein (1976) and Lucas
( 1978), the pricing kernel is the ratio of marginal utilities of a representative
investor. ln this case, the value of an option written on the market portfolio is
F
~ U' C) F
(, = ~
L.... lllsJ\ ' = L.... U'(C )fl., ·'
s

,.

0

(3)
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where m is a ratio of marginal utilities of future per capita consumptions
( Cs) and present per capita consumption ( C0 ). This insight- that the pricing
kernel is proportional to a ratio of marginal utilities - has led numerous
authors to investigate the distributions of equity returns and test a variety of
alternative specifications of utilities and endowments for the representative
agent. One of the first utility functions tried was power utility. Described in
detail by Rubinstein (1976) and investigated empirically by Brown and
Gibbons (1985) and others, an implication of power utility is that aggregate
consumption is proportional to aggregate wealth. 4 In this case, the pricing
kernel m is a nonlinear function of the return on the index measured over
the life of the option. Furthermore, because the power utility investor is risk
averse, m is a monotonically decreasing function of aggregate wealth at the
option expiration.
Jackwerth (2000) estimates q and p using data on the S&P 500 index
return and option prices from April 2, 1986 to the end of 1995. Details
pertaining to the data are in the appendix. Estimates of m are then obtained
from Eq. (2). The maximum smoothness method of Jackwerth and
Rubinstein (1996) is applied to the option data and an estimate of q is
obtained. This method does not require a representative agent to be
specified. Multiple options with various strike prices, but all with 31-day
lives, are used. Postcrash option prices exhibit so-called implied volatility
smiles and skews. 5 For example, researchers often describe the cross-section
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of options by a plot of implied volatilities against moneyness (=ratio of
strike prices to index level) as in Fig. 1.
A consequence of the Black-Scholes option-pricing model is that implied
volatilities of all options are equal. If this result held, the plot in Fig. 1 would
be fiat. Instead, we observe in postcrash index options a "smile," or "skew,"
or "smirk" depending on your preference in label. The left tail of the plot is
substantially above the right. 6 An implication is that the risk-neutral
distribution q is left-skewed anclleptokurtic, that is, it has a fat left tail and
is more peaked in the center than the lognormal distribution.
The subjective probability distribution p is estimated as the historical
distribution of four years worth of index returns over 31-day intervals. This
is an appropriate method for estimating p provided that investors have
rational expectations. 7 Typical estimates of the distributions, say t/ and p*,
are graphed in Fig. 2.
A typical estimate of m, say m*, appears in Fig. 3 as a function of the
return on the S&P 500 index. Rosenberg and Engle (200:2) confirm this
shape by using a related method, and Jackwerth (2004) provides international evidence for Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom.x
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For any option-pricing model, the plot of the kernel m (as in Fig. 3) is
closely tied to the degree of the smile (like that of Fig. 1). 9 It is important to
note that any model used to explain the smile in the S&P 500 index options
must provide a kernel m that is consistent with Fig. 3. That is, the kernel
implied by a well-constructed model must have a central range that is
increasing with the index. The goal of this work is to find models that
explain the pricing kernel as shown in Fig. 3. The value of 1 in the center of
the horizontal axis represents an ending level of the index (i.e., at the time of
option expiration) that is equal to the current level (at the beginning of the
31-day interval). Globally, m* is a decreasing function of the ending index
level. However, for the range from approximately 0.97-1.03, that is, for a
range of index levels centered on and within a 3% deviation from the
current level, m* is increasing. This occurs because the proportional difference between the estimates, say q* and p*, is increasing over this range, as
Eq. (2) implies.
Traditional asset-pricing theory, for example, Rubinstein (1976) and
Lucas (1978), assumes that a representative investor exists. It also is
common in tests of asset-pricing theories to assume that a market index such
as the S&P 500 index represents the aggregate wealth held by this investor. If
we make these assumptions, then the empirical m* of Fig. 3 suggests that the
representative investor is locally risk seeking. Over the range of 0.97-1.03,
the marginal utility is increasing in wealth, the utility function is convex, and
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the investor will pay to acquire fair gambles in wealth. Taking this thought
experiment to the limit, however, we recognize that our interpretation of m*
in Eqs. (2) and (3) is derived from the optimality conditions of an investor
with concave utility. Fig. 3 is inconsistent with these conditions. Hence we
arrive at a puzzle. Our estimate m* is inconsistent with standard approaches
in asset pricing.
Our estimation technique does not require the above strong assumptions.
To estimate q Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996) only require that the prices
do not offer any arbitrage trading opportunities, while the sample estimator
of p requires rational expectations to be valid. Therefore, we interpret m*
somewhat differently. lt is a projection of the pricing kernel m onto the
space of index returns. This projection is guaranteed to exist, independent of
the existence of a representative agent for the economy as a whole. Just the
same, m* may be interpreted as being proportional to the marginal utility of
an investor who trades in the S&P 500 index and the options written on the
index. ln practical terms, n/ represents investors in an index fund that
mimics the S&P 500. It is surprising to see that index-fund investors have
marginal utilities that are locally increasing in the level of the index.
Before we start modeling this behavior, we first turn to the question if the
pricing kernel puzzle might be just spurious. Jackwerth (2000) discusses
concerns about the quality of the estimate m* in detail and has ruled out
methodological or data errors. Using simulated data for which we know the
true q, a number of different methods generate fairly accmate estimates.
Similarly, a variety of standard procedmes, both parametric and nonparametric, are used to estimate the historical return distribution p* and they
provide equivalent results. Furthermore, there is no good reason to believe
that our index return data is poor. The bump shape of Fig. 3 is also
statistically significant since all estimates of m* in J ackwerth (2000) exhibit it.
A potential further explanation for the existence of the smile is the
illiquidity of out-of-the-money options. Options traded in a market with
transaction costs or other frictions are priced within an interval determined
by these costs. However, the liquidity in the index option market increased
6-fold from an average daily notional volume of S1.5 billion in 1989 to S8.5
billion in 1995 (Jackwerth & Rubinstein, 2012), while the steepness of the
smile did not change after the 1987 crash. In addition, preliminary research
by the authors Jlnds that large trades of out-of-the-money puts have no
obvious impact on the steepness of the smile. 10
Further, while the bid/ask spreads in relation to the option prices are
bigger for away-from-the-money options, the hump in the pricing kernel
occurs around at-the-money, and is determined by the at-the-money
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options. Hentschel (2003) suffers from the same criticism when he suggests
that option quotes are distributed symmetrically around some true value
and are truncated at the intrinsic value. Again, the pricing kernel puzzle
arises in the center, whereas the truncation mainly affects the tails of the
distribution. Also, it is not clear that market participants do indeed quote
options in this particular way.
Market frictions due to margin account requirements might also play a
role here. The public, the clearing firms, and the market makers are all
subject to margin requirements. However, the requirements have not
changed dramatically around the crash of 1987. They were slightly tightened
in June of 1988 and more or less remained at that level since then until the
end of the sample. To explain the steep smile with transactions costs for
trading the out-of-the-money options is probably insufficient, too. For one,
transaction costs existed in the precrash period as well as the postcrash
period without changes on the day of the crash. However, the smile changed
dramatically. Second, transaction costs should affect the out-of-the-money
options on both sides of the smile equally. Instead, the index option smile is
largely asymmetric.
Although transaction costs are not a likely reason for the index smile, a
related concern is the hedging of out-of-the-money puts. Hedging is difficult
for sold out-of-the-money puts when one uses only the underlying to hedge.
The hedge must offset the positive delta of the position, which is low and
grows large as the market crashes. The hedging strategy must have a
negative delta that declines to minus one as the market crashes. Thus, the
investor must sell into the falling market. However, this problem only
applies to investors who desire to stay fully hedged. Investors similar to the
representative investor should be able to follow sell and hold strategies even
without hedging since we are assuming the existence of a pricing kernel in
the economy. A static unhedged position is then still utility-improving.
Note that the historical sample estimate p* is backward looking. On the
other hand, q* is derived from option prices, and is forward looking in that
it represents the beliefs of investors over the life of the index options (31 days
in our work). If investors do not have rational expectations, then q* and p*
may differ greatly. One form of irrationality we call crash-o-phobia or a
peso problem. To understand this, suppose that in the period of the 1987
crash investors suddenly became overly fearful of a future market crash.
Thus, in the postcrash period, prices of options with strike prices below the
current index level are elevated relative to rational levels. As a result, the left
tail of q*, which represents prices for dollars received conditional on a large
market decline, is raised upward. Given that q* always integrates to one, q*
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needs to decline in other ranges. If in addition the statistical distribution p*
is unchanged - so that the change in 1/ represents an irrational change in
beliefs- then the pricing kernel may take on the shape shown in Fig. 3.
Just the same, it is odd that 111* is locally increasing in all months of our
postcrash index sample that currently ends in 1995 when the CBOE stopped
distribution of the data. The implication is that crash-o-phobia continued
for at least eight years after 19t\7, and it did so in the absence of another
crash. We expect that if investor beliefs changed irrationally in the 1987
crash, then the shape of m* should revert to its precrash form as memories
fade during the postcrash era. 11 Moreover, the S&P 500 index options trade
in a large and liquid market, and the crash-o-phobia hypothesis implies that
these options are irrationally priced. If so, then over time traders should
learn to profitably exploit such mispricing. Over an eight-year period,
arbitrage trading should drive option prices and the pricing kernel back to
their rational precrash levels. However, we observe no such adjustments.
For this reason, we seek rational alternatives to the crash-o-phobia
hypothesis as an explanation of the puzzling pricing kernel.

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO THE PRICING
KERNEL PUZZLE
The extant literature is largely unsatisfactory in explaining the puzzle of

Fig. 3. Many author m del tbe mile Lhal appears in Fig. I but this
literature generally is one sided and does no t tackle the puzzle. Eirher the
index return process in modeled (generating a p di tribution) or po tcra b
opliOll prjces are mode led (typi ally generatitlg u left-skewed q distribution)
but a model of m = qjp is not offered.
Consider the leverage effect as an example. As the market value falls, the
market debt-equity ratio and therefore index volatility rises. Hence we
should expect to see the smile in implied volatilities, as shown in Fig. 1. Note
that Black (1976), Christie (1982), and Schwert (19t\9) discuss the leverage
effect on the statistical distribution, and similarly Toft and Prucyk (1997)
and Dennis and Mayhew (2000) discuss the effect on the risk-neutral
distribution. However, none of these papers calculates the pricing kernel or
links the two distributions.
Other examples are the correlation etTect (e.g., Campbell, Lettau,
Malkiel, & Xu, 2000; Kelly, 1994) and the learning or information aggregation effect (e.g., Gennotte & Leland, 1990; Grossman, 1988; Jacklin,
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Kleidon, & Pfleiderer, 1992; Kleidon, 1994; Romer, 1993; Hong & Stein,
2003; Nandi, 1999). The correlation effect says that in down markets
correlations across companies increase so that the impact of bad news on the
market index is asymmetric. The learning (or information) effect is that an
investor learns through trading, and occasionally prices adjust sharply
despite the absence of a news event. Each of these effects can imply that
volatility increases as the index declines, and thus imply that a smile exists as
it appears in Fig. 1. Again, none of the papers listed here model p and q
jointly or describe m.
Papers that model the pricing kernel directly include Franke, Stapleton,
and Subrahmanyam (1998, 1999), who suggest a pricing kernel with
declining elasticity, which follows from undiversifiable background risk
faced by investors. Alternatively, Benninga and Mayshar (1997) consider
heterogeneous investors, while Campbell and Cochrane (2000) explore
utility functions with habit persistence. Grossman and Zhou (1996) describe
an economy with demanders and suppliers of portfolio insurance and solve
for m. In each of these cases, marginal utility is monotonic in wealth and m
is downwards sloping.
The work of Bartunek and Chowdhury (1997) and Bliss and Panigirtzoglou (2004) suffers from a similar problem when they fit the risk-aversion
coefficient of a power utility investor in order to explain observed returns
best. For that they construct a subjective distribution based on the option
implied risk-neutral distribution that they transform through the pricing
kernel. But as they assume a power utility, their pricing kernel will by
construction be monotonically decreasing. They cannot find a pricing kernel
puzzle, even if it is in the data.
A large literature investigates general stochastic processes for the market
index together with other variables to explain the smile in implied
volatility. Some of these models allow stochastic volatility, for example,
the continuous-time model of Heston (1993) and the GARCH model of
Duan (1995), or stochastic interest rates. Others consider jumps in the
index or in the volatility of the index (e.g., Bakshi, Cao, & Chen, 1997;
Bates, 2000; Pan, 2002) . These authors assume that jump risk is priced, but
also that the compensation for jump risk (in the expected return) is
proportional to the intensity of the jump component. Proportional pricing
is implied by Cox et al. (1985), who assume time-additive logarithmic
utility of a representative agent. To demonstrate that this implies a
monotonic m, we simulate Pan's (2002) model according to her estimated
parameters. The estimated pricing kernel is monotonically decreasing as
shown in Fig. 4. 12
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This leaves only two more papers that actually model both the q and the p
distribution simultaneously: Branger and Schlag (2003) and Ziegler (2007).
Branger and Schlag (2003) model an economy where the index is the average
of 30 identical stocks which all are driven by jump-diffusion processes.
These processes have a market component and an idiosyncratic component
for both the diffusion and the jump parts, respectively. By formally
changing to the risk-neutral measure, they change the drift of the diffusion
but also the correlation coefficient and the intensity of the jump component.
While the correlation coefficient does not have much of an impact, the jump
intensity does. lgn. ring the idiosyncratic components and fo u ing on the
market compon nt of rhe index let the actual jump intensity be very small.

Then, the actual return wi ll look almost lognormal. Let the ri.sk-neutral
jump intensity bt: v ry large and the ri k-neu Lral distributio n ca n ex hibil a
pronmmced left tai l <Uld a reduced m de of the di ·t ributi n. The resulting
pricing kernel can in such case exhibit increases in wea lth . However. Branger
and Schh~g 2003) are agnostic ab ut the equilibrium irnpl.icat.ions of their
n1echanica l change of measure. T bus. while they ca n generate I call
increasing pricing kernels, they do not explain the underlying economics.
They do not provide economic restrictions on the price of jump risk that in
turn will restrict the pricing kernel in the economy.
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In its intent, the work by Ziegler (2007) is closest to this paper. He
considers three hypotheses: misestimation of the statistical distribution,
misspecification of investor preferences, and heterogeneous investor beliefs.
Using a single-factor economy with complete markets, he argues that
neither misestimation nor misspecification of preferences are likely to
explain the pricing-kernel puzzle. Errors in estimation of the statistical
distribution, which we represent as (q* -q), must be very odd and
unreasonable in their functional relation to the underlying factor (which
in his model is aggregate consumption) if they are to cause the puzzle. With
respect to the misspecification of preferences, he investigates commonly used
preferences: constant absolute risk aversion, constant relative risk aversion,
and decreasing relative risk aversion. For specifications with reasonable
parameter values he finds that they all yield very similar transformation
from statistical to risk-neutral distributions and vice versa.
Ziegler (2007) argues that his third hypothesis - heterogeneous beliefs holds more promise as an explanation for the pricing-kernel puzzle. He
essentially replaces the actual distribution (which is historically observable
to all investors and looks rather lognormal) with a mixture of two lognormal distributions . This mixture is generated by mixing the pessimists'
distribution (low mean, low volatility) and the optimists' distribution
(high mean, high volatility) in proportions of roughly half and half. Such
mix keeps the mean of the actual distribution, but looks rather different,
namely left-skewed and leptokurtic. Still, all investors stick to their beliefs
and use this mixture as the forward looking subjective distribution. Since
it looks much like the risk-neutral distribution in shape, albeit shifted to the
right, the resulting pricing kernel is monotonically decreasing. The model
hinges on the assumption that no investor checks the statistical fit of the
mixture against the historical time-series of index returns. Also, the model
needs to have the polar setting of having only pessimists and optimists. A
sizeable group of moderates would make the mixture look much more like a
lognormal distribution and the pricing kernel puzzle reappears.
A final set of hypotheses we collect under the umbrella of state-dependent
utility. By this we mean that the representative investor in the S&P 500 index
has state-dependent utility. We do not require a representative agent for the
economy as a whole. Instead, we assume the existence of the representative
or marginal investor in the S&P 500 index and index options.
State-dependent utility may arise for a number of reasons. One of these is
generalized utility, by which we mean that the investor exhibits either habit
formation or recursive utility. For example, in the case of habit formation, and
unlike with the simple power utility of Hansen and Singleton (1983), the pricing
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kernel m is a function of an aggregator of historical levels of consumption as
well as current consumption. In this setting, an investor becomes accustomed
to a level of consumption, which is detennined by the aggregator, and strongly
dislikes decreases in consumption below that level. Epstein and Zin ( 1n9.
199 1) explore the recursive utility model. Here. the uncoupling of the riskaversion coefficient and the intertemporal substitution rate is not too helpful
for our purposes, since it leaves the power utility formulation across wealth in
place. 13 However, Fig. 3 is in violation of such power utility.
State-dependent utility may also arise when index volatility, or more
generally the distribution of other security returns, is stochastic. In this case,
measures of volatility, interest rates, or the prices of other assets enter the
index-investor's utility as additional state variables.
We do not detail here every alternative state variable we must consider. It
is possible, however, to characterize generally the nature of the relation
between the index and the additional state variable that must exist to explain
the puzzle. The kernel Ill is the ratio of expected future marginal utility
divided by the current marginal utility. If utility is dependent on a second
state variable, and that variable is responsible for the puzzle, then the
relation between the additional state variable and the index must be
nonmonotonic.
To demonstrate this, consider the optimal consumption ( C*) induced by a
level of the S&P 500 index II' and a state variable v. We then write
(4)
The numerator is the expected marginal utility at the time of the option
expiration, where the expectation is conditioned on the index level. For Eq.
(4) to behave as in Fig. 3, the distribution of v must change with ll' so that
the numerator rises monotonically in the middle range, that is, where ll' is
close to 11'0 . However, the relation between ll' and the v distribution must be
decidedly different in the tails. In the tails we expect that the distribution of I'
changes very little with 11'. Because marginal utility declines with wealth
ceteris paribus, the numerator declines with ll' either far above or below wo.
We now examine several alternative representations of state-dependent
utility with the goal of explaining Fig. 3.
We depict a l1ypothetica l sit11ation o f uch a state va rj able v in Fig. 5.
fnitia lly, fo r low wealth levels the ec nomy is in sta te l. As wealth
approaches the level of I, ·tate 2 beco mes more likely. However, as wealth
increases even further, state 1 is again becoming more likely. Thus, the
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Hypothetical Pricing Kernels Depending on a Second State Variable v. We
Graph the Simplest Setting where the Second State Variable v Can Take Either of
Two Values. As Wealth Increases, the Likelihood of Being in State 2 Increases.
Taking the Expectation Over v Yields the Desired Empirical Pricing Kernel m*.
Fig. 5.

pricing kernel m* is a weighted average of the two pricing kernels associated
with the two states of v. One can think about the following potential
explanation: For very low and very high levels of wealth, utility is based on
the low marginal utility function (state 1) associated with a high volatility
regime. For moderate levels of wealth (close to the initial wealth level of 1),
utility is based on the high marginal utility function (state 2) of a low
volatility regime. Around the center, the weights shift and the resulting
marginal utility function from the above Fig. 3 is obtained.
More recent explanations by Bakshi and Madan (2007) and Bakshi,
Madan, and Panayotov (2010) center on investor heterogeneity in beliefs
and risk aversion. Hens and Reichlin (2011) argue similarly (and also
consider incomplete markets and risk-seeking behavior) but only
provide very stylized examples. Bates (2008) focuses on heterogeneity with
respect to crash aversion. Ziegler (2002) mentioned investor heterogeneity in
beliefs as a potential cause for multimodal risk-neutral distributions already
but he argues in Ziegler (2007) that the heterogeneity in beliefs required to
explain the pricing kernel puzzle is too large to be realistic.
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Chabi- Yo, Garcia, and Renault (2008) provide an alternative argument
based on a regime switching model of stock prices driven by a latent variable
that can change between two states. Hiirdle, Kriitschmer, and Moro (2009)
pick up on the same idea but model it through a micro-economic approach
where several investors each switch between different risk attitudes at
different wealth levels.
Finally, Benzoni, Collin- Dufresne, and Goldstein (20 10) introduce jumps
into the stochastic dividend growth process that in turns leads to learning of
the investors about the frequency of such jumps. Christoffersen, Heston,
and Jacobs (2010) are probably closest to the present paper in that they
suggest a pricing kernel that depends not only on returns but also on
variance. Once projected onto the space of returns, their model exhibits the
pricing kernel puzzle.

A MODEL
For om model, we stay with our above motivation and propose that
volatility is a function of a second momentum state variable.
This choice is based on the observation that a candidate state variable
would have to exhibit an effect on the pricing kernel that is symmetric in
wealth. Namely, the pricing kernel ought to be raised for small changes in
wealth and lowered for large changes in wealth in either direction. Volatility
naturally has this feature in that it tends to be low if wealth changes little and
increases if wealth changes dramatically in either direction. Moreover, we
know that in a representative agent economy with power utility and a small
risk-aversion coefficient, low volatility will cause the pricing kernel to be high
and high volatility will lower the pricing kernel, just as desired. Finally, we are
reluctant to model volatility as a function of wealth straightaway since wealth
is a nonstationary variable. Thus, we propose to model volatility as a function
of a (stationary) momentum variable "1:·,. X, follows a simple mean reverting
process; it is an exponentially weighted sum of past increments in wealth.
The agent's problem can then be modeled along the lines of Merton
( 1969) as follows. Let the representative agent choose the rate of
consumption C( W,, X,, t), and the proportion of wealth in the risky asset
e1.( W, X,, f), and the proportion in the riskless asset ( 1 - o:) to maximize
expected utility of lifetime consumption:
J( W,, X, t)

1
-B

=Maximize£, [)'""' exp((1-ps)C'
·''
-B)
{(_,'l.,]

I

ds

J

(5)
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where

dW, = (W,a,(p- r,) + W,r,- C,)dt +a, W,a(X,)dz,
dX, = - 8X,dt + a(X,)dz 1

(6)

e

Here, 1-l and
are constants, a(X,) is a function of the second state
variable X,, and a single Brownian motion appears in both diffusion
equations. Changes in the state variable are perfectly correlated with
changes in wealth. Using Ito's lemma,

dl=lwdW+lxdX+J,dt+

J wwdW 2
2

+lwxdWdX+

J xxdX 2
2

(7)

Optimal consumption and investment choices satisfy the HJB equation:

(8)
From the first-order conditions:
_ -pr/Bj-1/B
Cr-e
w

-J w 11- r,
O:r

J wx

= lwwW 1 rr 2(X,) - lwwW,

(9)

In order to find the solution of the model in equilibrium, we posit the
following functional form for the utility of wealth of a representative agent,

J(W X
r,

)= e-P h(X,)W~-B
(I -B)
1

,, t

(10)

Substituting partial derivatives (details are in the appendix) into Eq. (9)
we obtain

(11)
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When we assume that the riskless asset is in zero net supply, so that
the latter equation identifies the riskless rate:

r,

o

h'(X,)

,

o

= J.l- B(r()i. 1) + - -.-,-a~(X 1 )

IJ.,

=I,

(12)

1I()( 1)

Now, we use Eq. (11) to identify consumption and investment, Eq. (12) to
identify the riskless rate. and Eq. (10) to identify the partial derivatives of J.
Eq. (8) is written:
0 = (1- B)ph- ph+ Bhl-l/B- IJX,h'

+ a,2 (X, )[1/"1 + (.1 2

B)!'1

-

(13)

(1-B)Bh]
2

This identifies h without knowledge of the riskless rate. The h-function is a
second-order ODE with a hyperbolic term that makes it very difficult to
solve. However, from the functional form of the pricing kernel we can learn
much about the functional form of h. The pricing kernel is given by the
ratios of marginal utilities:

[fi(XT)] ( W
T) -B _W,

_ J WT _ ,-f'(T-1)
m,,r- 1 1v, - c
h(X 1)

t'- 1•(1 -I) [h( . ¥ 1 )]

h(X,)

1.-B

(14)

m,I,T

The adjustment depends on the ratio of h(X T)! h()(1) that will give the
desired shape of the pricing kernel if his shaped like a normal density (Bellcurve) but raised by a constant above the zero line. We thus specify the
following parametric form for h:
(15)

We are now in the position to look at results by choosing some reasonable
set of parameters. We initialize our economy with unit wealth (W0 =I) and
zero momentum (Xu= 0). The risk-aversion coefficient of the representative
agent is set to B = 0.5, and the mean reversion of the momentum process is
fixed at 0 = 0.1. We specify the adjustment function as:

h(X) = 8 + t'-soox~

(16)

and the volatility function as:

a(X) = 0.06

+ 0.2X 2

(17)
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Fig. 6. Simulated Pricing Kernel Based on a Representative Agent Model with a
Second State Variable. 10,000 Simulation Runs and Smoothed Through a Kernel
Regression.

We are then able to derive the drift Jl and the risk-free rate r from Eqs.
(12) and (13), respectively. This allows us to simulate the wealth and the
momentum processes based on a daily discretization over 31 days. We use
l 0,000 simulation runs and smooth the resulting graph through a kernel
regression. We document in Fig. 6 the simulated pricing kernel that indeed is
locally increasing in wealth around a wealth level of 1. It is by design still
decreasing in consumption but the second state variable - in our case
momentum - introduces a wedge between consumption and wealth. In
comparison with Fig. 3 we notice that the model generates a much less
pronounced hump in the pricing kernel. This is caused by the economics of
the underlying model in which the wedge between consumption and wealth
cannot be made arbitrarily large. As a result, the actual and the risk-neutral
probability distribution still look more alike than their empirical estimates
in Fig. 2. We find that consumption is on the low side at a annualized rate of
1.23-1.56% of wealth.
The realized volatility of the wealth process mimics the u-shaped
specification of volatility as a function of momentum (X). We see in Fig. 7
that the realized volatility is also u-shaped when we plot it across 31-day
returns and smooth the graph through a kernel regression again. The far
edges of the volatility graph ramp up to rather high values .
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We also find that the model implied function of the drift and the riskless
rate change very rapidly as a function of momentum. This is due to the high
curvature in the adjustment function around a wealth level of I. However,
when we consider the drift and the riskless rate across wealth, the resulting
functions are much better behaved as we show in Fig. 8. The annualized
unconditional drift is 8.68% and the annualized unconditional riskless rate is
7.28%. The risk-free rate is thus a little high and the equity risk premium is
rather small compared to the historical risk premium. However, that we are
faced with the equity premium puzzle is not surprising for this type of model.

SUMMARY
The goal of our work is to explain the pricing kernel puzzle pictured in
Fig. 3. This figure demonstrates a surprising pattern of the marginal utility
of wealth for investors in the S&P 500 index. It appears that these investors
are risk seeking, at least with respect to small risks in the index. This is
inconsistent with the basic assumptions of asset-pricing theory, when it is
recognized that the S&P 500 index represents a significant proportion of
public equity capital in the United States.
Our theoretical model provides for a representative agent model that
features volatility as a function of an additional state variable that measures
momentum. Through an adjustment function to the pricing kernel, the model
is capable of generating the sort of relationship we see in Fig. 3. Future
research will examine index returns from markets outside the United States
along the lines of Jackwerth (2004). His limited sample seems to suggest that
the puzzle is not unique to the S&P 500 index options market but exists
internationally. Further empirical work could then use both domestic and
foreign market data to test our theoretical explanation of the puzzle.

NOTES
1. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume in our discussion that
the rate of interest on risk-free assets is zero. As a result, there is no discounting of
the expectati o n nectled . Ln gene ra l. the price o f a sec\triry is the sum o f expected
fu ture payo ffs (using the S PD di sco unt ed tt l the ri k-free ra te. The won.l "densi ty' I
u 'U:llly rc erved ror a con tinu ll !'unctio n . Fot im p lici ty of di·cu · ion., we still refe r
to the discrete risk-11eutra l probn bilit d istri buti on under whi ch the cxpet'tati0n is
taken as a SPD.
2. See Debreu (1972) for development of a state price.
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3. We focus our attention on European options beca use they are exorcised only at
cxpiralion. A European cuU oplion pays the maximum of zero and the difference
between the price of the underlying security, tor example, the level of a stock index
P5 • <Uld a strike price X defined in the option contract. We write Fs= Max[O,P,-,\1.
4. This result also requires that per capilti consumption follows ~~ geometric
ntndom walk with drift.
5. That is, the volatility (of returns on the tLnderlying asset) consis)ent with the
Black-Scholes model is obtained, which exactly matches the observed option p tice.
This is the " implied volati lity," Lhal is used as a substitute fo r the optJon price and
m~1 kcs it an easy task to compare the prices of options.
6. For example. Cor options on ind ivid ual eq uities. the plot is relatively flat
compured to Fig. I. F or foreig11-exchnnge options, eacll tail or Lhe plot tends to be
slightly !lnd equu lly elevated.
7. Investors also need to be solely concerned with the unoo ndi'tionnl distribution,
m they need to assume that tl1c distribution of retw·ns is statio na ry. Alas. work by
Ro~enberg and Engle (2002) uses a nonsta tionary GARCH model but finds similar
subjective distributions.
8. In a furt her exploratory study, we investigated market frictions in a GMM
selling starting with Lbc Euler eq uation E[m r] = I . We use the dataset on options
rctW"ns from Buraschj and J nckwcrth (200 I). He and M oclest (1995) suggest lhat the
wctor of I's should be replaced with some oU1cr value, close to 1 for transaction
costs or less tha n I for short sale ~onstra i nLS. However , as the marginal investor
(the one wit h the lowest costs) sets the equilibrium prices, it is hard to imagine that
U1e vector SllOtliu be vastly different from I; especial ly since the market maker and
the traders are not short sale constraint. We need to use an expected value oJ' the
OTM put relUrns, which, is some 4050 basis point$ lower lban l. in order to uohieve
a monotonically decreasing pricing kernel. Such h1rge daily u·anscaction cost is hard
to imctgine in this liquid market. Such diminished returu could also suggest
rnlspricing, a position explored in Jac~werlh (2000) and supported by Agarwal and
Naik (2004), who find that hedge funds tend to sell out-o f-the-mo ney and :It-themoney puts. Bondaren.ko (2003), Coval and Shumway (2001). and Driessen tmd
M:,enhout t2003) alse find that similar option lr~tding strategies wrn out to be very
prol1table. Given the size and liqu idity of this market, our pdor is, however, that
such profit 0ppo rtunilies should not exist for I0 years without ~my tendency toward
equilibrium.
9. We do not formally demonstrate the link between plots of 111 and smiles here.
but refer to the discussion in Jackwerlh (2000) and Rosenberg and Engle (2002).
10. However, Dennis and Mayhew (2000) test for the impact of "market
sentiment'' variables on the smiles of Individual stock optio ns. They find that the
ratio of put to call volume is significant and that h.ighcr pu t volume incre-ases the
slope of the smile. Slill, other measures of " market sentimem" . such as the Consumer
Confidence Index or the avcragc PricefEurnings ratio for the S&P 500 stock, cu·e not
signLficant in expla ining tile slope of the smile.
II . See Driessen und Maenhout (2003) for such model with irrational investors.
12. Ziegler (2007) demonstrates this same result.
13. This feature unfortunately on.ly became :tpparent after we implemented
recmsive utility into o\tr model below.
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APPENDIX
Formulae
Write the utility of wealth of a representative agent as:
e-~]1 h(

",) w)- IJ

(A.1)

(J _B)

J(W 1, X 1, t) =

so the derivatives of utility of wealth are
lw
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(A.2)

e-P (-B)h(X 1 )W~l-B
1

J ii'X = e -ptj'tX
) \ I ). w-B
I

The derivation of Eq. (13) out of Eq. (8) uses the optimal a 1 = 1 and
proceeds through:
0 = e-PI(h(Xt)-1/BWt)I-B
(1- B)
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(A.3)

Data
The empirical tests are based on a database containing all minute-by-minute
European option quotes and trades on the S&P 500 index from April 2, 1986

1~:2

to December 29. 1995. We use only option quotes since we cannot know for
actual trades where they occurred relative to the bid/ask spread and our
results might be affected. The database also contains all futures trades and
quotes on the S&P 500. Our goal is to obtain a panel of daily return
observations on the index, the risk-free rate, and on several options with
different strike price/index level ratios (moneyness) and constant maturity.
index Lncf. Traders typically use the index futures market rather than the
cash market to hedge their option positions. The reason is that the cash
market prices lag futures prices by a few minutes due to lags in reporting
transactions of the constituent stocks in the index. We check this claim by
regressing the index on each of the first 20-minute lags of the futures price.
The single regression with the highest adjusted R._,_ was assumed to indicate
the lag for a given day. The median lag of the index over the 1,542 days from
19~6 to 1992 was 7 minutes. Because the index is stale. we compute a futurebased index for each minute from the future market
(A.4)
For each clay. we use the median interest rate implied by all futures quotes
and trades and the index level at that time. We approximate the dividend
yield by assuming that the dividend amount and timing expected by the
m~trket were identical to the dividends actually paid on the S&P 500 index.
However. some limited tests indicate that the choice of the index does not
seem to atTect the results of this paper.
lntcrt!.\'t Rott!s. We compute implied interest rates embedded in the
European put-call parity relation. Armed with option quotes, we calculate
separate lending and borrowing interest returns from put-call parity where
we used the above future-based index. We assign, for each expiration date, a
single lending and borrowing rate to each day, which is the median of all
daily observations across all striking prices. We then use the average of
those two interest rates as our daily spot rate for the particular time-toexpiration. Finally, we obtain the interpolated interest rates frmn the
implied forward curve. lf there is data missing, we assume that the spot rate
curve can be extrapolated horizontally for the shorter and longer time-toexpiration. Again. some limited tests indicate that the results are not
affected by the exact choice of the interest rate.
Options ll'ith Adjusted lvlunel'llt!SS ond Constilnt !'v!aturity . It is important
to use options with adjLtsted moneyness and constant maturity since our test
statistics involve the conditional covariance matrix of option pricing errors.
If the maturity of the options were not constant over time, then the
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conditional covariance matrix of the pricing errors would be time varying,
too. This would require additional exogenous assumptions on the structure
of the covariance matrix and the estimation of several additional
parameters, which could lead to additional estimation error in our test
statistics.
In our data set, all puts are translated into calls using European put-call
parity. Then, we compute the implied volatilities where we use the BlackScholes formula as a translation device only. We then adjust throughout
each day for the movement of the stock price by assuming that the implied
volatilities are independent of the underlying stock price. Then, we pick the
stock price closest to 12 pm as our daily stock price and value all options
from throughout the day as if they were call options with the implied
volatilities measured above and struck at the moneyness level measured
above. We do not eliminate any daily observations due to their level of
moneyness.
Arbitrage Violations. In the process of setting up the database, we check
for a number of errors, which might have been contained in the original
minute-by-minute transaction level data. We eliminate a few obvious dataentry errors as well as a few quotes with excessive spreads - more than 200
cents for options and 20 cents for futures. General arbitrage violations are
eliminated from the data set. We also check for violations of vertical and
butterfly spreads. Within each minute we keep the largest set of option
quotes that does not violate:

Sd- 1 :::: C 1 :::: max[O, scr'

-

K,r- 1]

(A.5)

American early exercise is not an issue as the S&P 500 options are
European in nature, and the discreteness of quotes and trades only
introduces a stronger upward bias in the midpoint implied volatilities for
deep-out-of-the-money puts (moneyness less than 0.6) that we do not use in
our empirical work.

